SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF REGENTS
Free Speech Policies Listening Session
AGENDA ITEM: 13 – A
DATE: June 26-28, 2018
******************************************************************************
SUBJECT
Free Speech Roundtable
CONTROLLING STATUTE, RULE, OR POLICY
U.S. Constitution Amendment I
SD Constitution Art. VI § 5 – Freedom of speech
SDCL § 3-6C-19 – Freedom of speech of officers and employees
BOR Policy 3:3 – Freedom of Speech
BOR Policy 3:4 – Student Code of Conduct
BOR Policy 6:13 – Facilities Use By Private Parties
BACKGROUND / DISCUSSION
Over the past year, a number of high profile freedom of speech incidents have occurred at
postsecondary institutions around the country including the University of NebraskaLincoln, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, and most recently at Syracuse University.
During the 2018 Legislative session, House Bill 1073 and Senate Bill 198 were introduced
to provide greater oversight of Freedom of Speech at postsecondary institutions in South
Dakota. Neither piece of legislation advanced out of their respective committees; however,
the Board of Regents indicated that it would review existing policies and procedures that
may impact freedom of speech and make any necessary revisions. During the May 2018
meeting, the Board of Regents reviewed the first reading of proposed changes to BOR
Policy 3:4 to address language identified by the Foundation for Individual Rights in
Education (FIRE) as having the potential to be interpreted in a way that could restrict
protected expression.
IMPACT AND RECOMMENDATION
Individuals and organizations with a vested interest in this topic have been invited (see
Attachment I) to provide oral and/or written comments to the Board during a public hearing
on Board policies that may impact freedom of speech. These individuals/organizations
were formally invited on May 25, and then again on June 6 through follow-up
correspondence. The following constituent representatives have indicated a desire to
provide oral comments to the Board during the free speech policies listening session. The
session will be organized using two panels as designated below, with each participant on
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the panel being afforded the opportunity for approximately five minutes of oral comments
followed by a question and answer session among the Board of Regents and the panelists.
Panel 1: Student/Faculty Perspectives of Regental Free Speech Policies in Action
 Dale Droge – DSU Faculty Senate
 Ally Monson and Cole McDougall – SDSU Student Association President and
Government Chair
 Rob Turner – Vice Chair – USD Faculty Senate
 Nathan Harmer & Nick Alholinna – DSU Student Senate Vice President &
Student Association Member
Panel 2: Stakeholder Perspectives of Regental Free Speech Policies in Action
 Blake Meadows – The Alliance for Defending Freedom
 Tyler Coward – Foundation for Individual Rights in Education (FIRE)
Legislative Counsel
 Alan Aldrich – Current COHE Statewide President (USD)
 Representative Michael Clark – South Dakota Legislature
In addition to the individuals identified above, the following individuals provided written
comments for the Board of Regents to consider on this issue. Respondents were given until
June 22 to provide written comments, and those received will be updated in Attachment II
at a later date.










Senator Jim Bolin – Chair of Senate Education
Dr. William Richardson – Retired USD Faculty Member
Dr. Robin Ammon – USD Faculty Senate
Allyson Monson – SDSU Student Association President
Josh Sorbe – USD Student Association President
Shelby Emmett – Director for the Center to Protect Free Speech (American
Legislative Exchange Council)
Azhar Majeed – Foundation for Individual Rights in Education (FIRE) Vice
President of Policy Reform
Wyatt Osthus & Josh Vaith – BHSU Student Association President and Vice
President
Grant Russell – SDSM&T Student Association President

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment I – Formal Invitation Letters
Attachment II – Written Comments from Invited Constituents
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May 23, 2018
Freedom of expression on college campuses is a public policy issue that has generated
much discussion and legislative interest around the country and in South Dakota. It is an issue that
touches on not just critical freedom of speech rights but also privacy, safety, cost and quality of
education, and other important policy considerations.
In consultation with other state leaders, the South Dakota Board of Regents and its
institutions are undergoing a review of our free speech policies. As part of this effort, we are
seeking written and/or oral testimony from experts and interested persons to be considered at our
June 28, 2018 Board meeting in Brookings, SD. Our goal is to hear and better understand the full
range of interests and issues affected by this topic prior to completing this review.
The Board would like to invite you to participate in our June 28 meeting to help improve
free speech policies affecting all South Dakota public institutions of higher education. Oral
testimony will begin at 9:20 am, followed by an opportunity for questions and discussion with
the Board. Presenters are requested (not required) to submit written comments by June 22, and
to summarize your key points in an initial 5-minute oral summary (time limit subject to change
depending on the number of presenters).
If you are not able to present in person, the Board would welcome your written comments
by June 22 so they can be included in the record and considered publicly. We respectfully
request that you RSVP to Katie.Hubbart@sdbor.edu so that we can properly allocate time among
the interested speakers. More logistical details will be provided once we have confirmed
speakers.
To facilitate your possible review and comment, Board staff has identified a number of
Board and individual institution policies that have free speech implications. Hyperlinks to each
of these policies are listed in Appendix A & B.
Thank you for considering this invitation. We look forward to hearing from you and
hope to see you in Brookings on June 28, 2018.
Sincerely,

Bob Sutton
South Dakota Board of Regents
President

Kevin Schieffer
South Dakota Board of Regents
Vice President
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APPENDIX A
Board Policies That Have Freedom of Expression Implications
Primary Policies




BOR Policy 3:3 Freedom of Speech
BOR Policy 3:4 Student Code of Conduct
BOR Policy 6:13 Facilities Use by Private Parties

Secondary Policies











BOR Policy 1:11 Academic Freedom and Responsibility
BOR Policy 1:17 Harassment Including Sexual Harassment
BOR Policy 1:31 Exclusion of Members of the Public for Disruption of Institutional
Activities or for Misconduct
BOR Policy 3:7 Commercial Solicitation of Students
BOR Policy 3:9 Guest Speakers
BOR Policy 3:10 Student Media
BOR Policy 3:18 Recognition and Funding of Student Organizations
BOR Policy 4:21 Political Activity
BOR Policy 6:12 Bomb Threats
BOR Policy 7:1 Acceptable Use of Information Technology System
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APPENDIX B
Institutional Policies That Have Freedom of Expression Implications
Black Hills State University
 Student Organization Manual
 Email User Account Policy
 Title IX – Sexual Misconduct
Dakota State University
 Sponsorship of Non-University Speakers by Student Organizations
 Student Organizations & Activities
Northern State University
 Guest Speakers and Performers
 Posting Policy
 Scheduling of University Events
 Facilities Use Agreement Template
 Student Activities Rubric
 Student Budget Appropriations Committee Guidelines
South Dakota School of Mines & Technology
 Policy I-05: Free Speech and Assembly on Campus Grounds for non-SDSM&T
Personnel
 Policy III-7-1: Solicitation
 Policy III-10-1: On-Campus Advertising/Campus Posting
 Policy VI-11: Assessing User Fees: Scheduling, Events, and Conferences
 Policy VI-A-07: Scheduling and Coordinating Use of Campus Resources
South Dakota State University
 Student Conduct Code Policy
 Harassment Policy
 Housing Handbook – Harassment Policy (Page 33)
 Housing Handbook – Roommate Bill of Rights (Page 3)
University of South Dakota
 Student Handbook – Freedom of Speech (Page 53)
 Policy 7.005 – Sales and Solicitation
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Senator Jim Bolin
Chair, Senate Education Committee
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Dr. William Richardson
Distinguished Professor Emeritus, USD
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William D. Richardson
c/o Department of Political Science
University of South Dakota
Vermillion, SD 57069-3550
Email: wrichard@usd.edu
_________________________________________________________________________

June 14, 2018
The Honorable Kevin Schieffer, Vice-President
South Dakota Board of Regents South Dakota Board of Regents
300 East Capital Avenue, Suite 200
Pierre, SD 57501
RE:

The promotion and protection of free expression on college campuses
.
Dear Regent Schieffer:
I retired in August of 2017 from the University of South Dakota after serving 19 years as the
chair of its Department of Political Science as well as the director of its W. O. Farber Center for
Civic Leadership. I want to emphasize that the views I am setting forth in this letter are mine
alone and are not intended to represent USD or, obviously, the Board of Regents. That said,
permit me to succinctly explain my concerns about the state of free speech on college campuses
today.
The vibrant exercise of First Amendment rights to free speech by (and for) students, faculty,
staff, and campus speakers is fundamental to the role of higher education, which is specifically
tasked with enhancing the ability of students to think independently and critically for themselves
as they prepare for the daunting demands of self-government. While much of the national
attention about the topic arises from issues associated with invited speakers, campus free speech
also can involve self-muzzling by students who are concerned—sometimes quite rightly—about
being too visibly on the wrong side of instructors’ ideological preconceptions. If the
increasingly passionate, partisan turmoil roiling our nation’s politics and culture demonstrates
anything, it is that democratic citizenship requires as much critical, independent thought as we
can possibly cultivate in each new generation of young people. The way one assesses the truth
or falsity of one’s own opinions is to engage rationally and directly with those who may profess
other views—indeed, especially with those who strongly disagree with your views. If our
opinions prove inadequate and flawed after intensive, respectful, civil debate, we are welladvised to modify them or find better, stronger, more persuasive evidence to support them. This
is what college is supposed to be about—a testing of opinions about, among many things,
politics, culture, society, humanity, compassion, religion, morality, human behavior, and the
appropriate civil arrangements that, collectively, enhance and strengthen an understanding of
society and one’s place in it. As the forthright University of Chicago report on Freedom of
Expression set forth in 2014 (https://freeexpression.uchicago.edu/page/report-committeefreedom-expression), the free and open discussion of ideas—however disagreeable or disruptive

Dr. William Richardson
Distinguished Professor Emeritus, USD
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we might find some of them to be—is at the very essence of what higher education is supposed
to be about.
I strongly urge the Board of Regents to adopt a straight-forward version of the University of
Chicago model that would apply to all public institutions of higher education in South Dakota.
Further, I would urge that the Board follow that adoption with a requirement that every such
institution provide each entering member of every freshman class with a letter boldly affirming
its commitment to free expression, how such expression contributes to a vibrant education, and
advising the young recipients about what they can expect once they arrive on campus. (By way
of illustration, I am attaching a letter Dr. Ellison sent to every University of Chicago freshman in
2016.)
In the current highly partisan atmosphere afflicting our nation, it seems prudent for all South
Dakota institutions to reaffirm their deep attachment to the First Amendment, assure that their
policies and procedures are adequate to the task of encouraging and protecting free expression on
our campuses, and visibly demonstrate to our students how the truth or falsity of ideas is
intended to be examined in the context of rational, civil discourse.

Sincerely,

William D. Richardson
Distinguished Professor Emeritus
University of South Dakota

Enc.: Dr. Jay Ellison’s letter to the University of Chicago class of 2020.

Dr. William Richardson
Distinguished Professor Emeritus, USD
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Dear Class of 2020 Student:
Welcome and congratulations on your acceptance to the College at the University of Chicago. Earning a
place in our community of scholars is no small achievement and we are delighted that you selected
Chicago to continue your intellectual journey.
Once here you will discover that one of the University of Chicago’s defining characteristics is our
commitment to freedom of inquiry and expression. This is captured in the University’s faculty report on
freedom of expression. Members of our community are encouraged to speak, write, listen, challenge
and learn, without fear of censorship. Civility and mutual respect are vital to all of us, and freedom of
expression does not mean the freedom to harass or threaten others. You will find that we expect
members of our community to be engaged in rigorous debate, discussion, and even disagreement. At
times this may challenge you and even cause discomfort.
Our commitment to academic freedom means that we do not support so-called “trigger warnings,” we
do not cancel invited speakers because their topics might prove controversial, and we do not condone
the creation of intellectual “safe spaces” where individuals can retreat from ideas and perspectives at
odds with their own.
Fostering the free exchange of ideas reinforces a related University priority—building a campus that
welcomes people of all backgrounds. Diversity of opinion and background is a fundamental strength of
our community. The members of our community must have the freedom to espouse and explore a wide
range of ideas.
I am enclosing a short monograph by Dean John W. Boyer, the Martin A. Ryerson Distinguished Service
Professor in History and Dean of the College, which provides a helpful primer. This monograph, entitled
Academic Freedom and the Modern University: The Experience of the University of Chicago, recounts the
history of debate, and even scandal, resulting from our commitment to academic freedom.
If you are interested in some of the source material mentioned in Dean Boyer’s book, you can find links
to the important reports (e.g. the Kalven report, the Stone report, etc.), at the website maintained by
our University Provost at http://freeexpression.uchicago.edu/.
Again, welcome to the University of Chicago. See you in September!
Sincerely,
Jay

John (Jay) Ellison, PhD
Dean of Students in The College

Dr. Robin Ammon
Chair, USD Faculty Senate
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It has recently come to my attention that the South Dakota Board of Regents and its institutions
are undergoing a review of their free speech policies. As part of this effort, I was invited to
submit written comments to be considered at the Board’s meeting on June 28, 2018. As a faculty
member in higher education, as well as a supporter and advocate of liberal arts institutions I
believe it is our duty to present our students with as much information as possible; this includes
controversial topics. Higher education is intended to prepare its students to embark not only on
professional careers, but also possess the ability to analyze numerous topics in a critical fashion.
Therefore in order for our students to become productive members of our society they must be
exposed to a variety of views.
Pertinent Legal Decisions
I am a legal scholar and not an attorney, but I would like to provide some comments that will
help frame my beliefs. This information is not intended as a legal argument, but more of a review
to provide context. In addition to the “free exercise clause” and “establishment clause” there are
a number of words in the US Constitution’s 1st Amendment that have nothing to do with religion.
“Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech.” Around the same time the 1st
Amendment was being crafted the French philosopher Voltaire allegedly said “I disapprove of
what you say, but I will defend to the death your right to say it”. In my opinion this statement is
the foundation that defines the Free Speech Clause.
US Supreme Court decisions have limited the ability of government entities (state actors) to
restrict free speech characterized as defamation, obscene speech, pornography, commercial
speech as well as student speech in public schools. While students have 1st Amendment rights,
student speech is not unlimited. Though it pertained to a K-12 case, the US Supreme Court held
in Tinker that speech can only be prohibited when it “materially and substantially interfere(s)
with the requirements of appropriate discipline in the operation of the school.” (Tinker v. Des
Moines Ind. Comm. Sch. Dist., 1969)
An important point to remember is that institutions and organizations acting in or on behalf of a
government function are state actors and are legally restricted in their ability to deprive persons
of life, liberty, or property without due process of law. “When the government targets not subject
matter, but particular views taken by speakers on a subject, the violation of the 1st Amendment
is...blatant. Viewpoint discrimination is thus an egregious form of content discrimination. The
government must abstain from regulating speech when the specific motivating ideology or the
opinion or perspective of the speaker is the rationale for the restriction. The State may
not…discriminate against speech on the basis of its viewpoint.” Rosenberger v. University of
Virginia (1995)

Dr. Robin Ammon
Chair, USD Faculty Senate
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Board Policy
With respect to many of the national issues and discussions surrounding free speech, there seems
to be two workable solutions. One is to distinctly define what speech is allowed on campus, and
prohibit all other ‘political’ or ‘controversial’ topics. Not only is this notion the antithesis of a
liberal arts education numerous Federal court decisions have demonstrated the illegality of such
a philosophy. The second is the designation of a university campus as a free speech zone. This is
far more in line with the general mission and purpose of a university.
Per BOR Policy 3:3, faculty and teaching staff should be protected and supported in these
efforts, facilitating a welcome, open learning environment for all constituents. Furthermore, it is
well established in the BOR policies that academic freedom is guaranteed to faculty, and as such
is “fundamental for the protection of the rights of the teacher in teaching and of students to
freedom in learning…” and includes the “…freedom to perform one's professional duties and to
present differing and sometimes controversial points of view, free from reprisal” (SD BOR
Policy Manual, Policy Number 1:11). It is also important to note that this concept of freedom
should also be accompanied by responsibility and faculty members should represent accuracy,
display restraint, respect other opinions, and indicate that they are not speaking for the
institution. However, they should be not be censored or disciplined by the institution. This policy
continues to state that “to secure student freedom in learning, faculty members in the classroom
and in seminar should encourage free and orderly discussion, inquiry and expression of the
course subject matter.”
The bottom line is universities should be locations where ideas are shared and evaluatedwhether everyone agrees with them or not. Universities must err on the side of allowing speech,
rather than restricting it. However, as with all areas of free speech- the courts provide protection.
Threatening or endangering speech should not be tolerated. It is important to remember that this
Free Speech Clause protects speech and not conduct. Thus, I agree with the secondary policy
1.31- in that the University must maintain the right to remove people, subject to ‘reasonable’
restriction.
One workable solution is the establishment of a ‘free speech zone’ where outside groups (e.g.,
the person tabling for Turning Point USA at Nebraska) can present such ideas. This is a
specifically defined space, outside of which the highest level of decorum is expected. Those on
campus who wish to express their views would be able to do so. Those who wish to avoid them
can likewise do so. Such a space would be identified as part of Policy 6.13- defining a location
on campus as this type of area. It would not require special permits or restrictions (other than
those for public safety). However, this policy can at times run into legal trouble such as was the
case in University of Cincinnati Chapter of Young Americans for Liberty v. Williams (2012),
where the designated free speech zone was deemed to be too confining. Additionally, a number
of states have prohibited universities from limiting speech through free speech zones.

Dr. Robin Ammon
Chair, USD Faculty Senate
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As I previously mentioned universities should err on the side of freedom of expression. In this, I
am inspired by the model provided by the University of Chicago in its Statement on Principles of
Free Expression. https://freeexpression.uchicago.edu/page/statement-principles-free-expression
There is no place for threatening/ hate speech on campus, but the purpose of a university is to
examine ideas with a critical lens. This doesn’t work if the constitutional rights to freedom of
speech are shed at the schoolhouse gate.

